The sustainability
of the Chef
A survey on kitchen culture by FineDiningLovers.com

This anonymous survey was conducted as part of Fine Dining Lover’s investigation into kitchen culture at the
Food on the Edge 2019 congress held in Galway, Ireland. It offers data and analysis on a whole range of topics affecting
people working in kitchens at all levels. With questions on salary, benefits, working conditions and career satisfaction,
the results offer an honest window into the way of work many chefs face today.
Results are varied: lots of chefs expressed overall satisfaction with their job choice, with career progression and with
the training and opportunities provided. However, many answers highlighted the daily sacrifices chefs are asked to
make for their job: working while sick, working on days off and working long hours without breaks. There are also some
interesting contrasts between the opinions of established chefs at the top of their career and those just starting out on
their culinary path.
This survey is the first step of an investigation that will continue into 2020. We will increase the pool of participants
with more diversification in terms of geography and bring more reports to highlight key themes.
We hope this survey helps to generate an important conversation around the sustainability of the chef.

Demographics
We collected the answers from 104 of the world’s top chefs attending Food
on the Edge. The respondents were mostly male, aged 25-49. Almost half
of the sample was composed of executive and head chefs ( 51%), and the
other half with lower ranking roles (49%).

Age

Years working in
professional kitchen

Role

Gender
23% 18-24

26% Female

41% 25-34

73% Male

26% 35-49

1% Non-binary

10% 50+
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29% More than 15 years

30% Executive Chef

13% 11 to 15 years

21% Chef de Cuisine

30% 6 to 10 years

16% Sous Chef

29% 1 to 5 years

19% Chef de Partie
13% Commis Chef

Hours and rest
The survey investigated the amount of hours and days worked by the respondents. 60% of them work from 9
to 12 hours a day and 23% more than 12 hours. 17% of those asked said worked with no breaks during their shift.

Hours worked per day

Number of breaks per day

17% 8 hours

17% No breaks

60% 9 to 12 hours

60% 1 to 2

23% More than 12

23% More than 2
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Work satisfaction
Just 7% in junior positions said they are
satisfied with their work-life balance.

Respondents were asked to score
several aspects of their professional life,
from career opportunities to working
hours. Work-life balance stood out as
a major issue for deputy and established
roles in the kitchen:

Just 15% of those in executive
positions said they were satisfied
with work-life balance.

Moreover, people in both roles were
unsatisfied with hours-per-shift.
50%

Executive / Head Chef
Deputy / Station / Junior

40%
Please tell me how
satisfied are you

30%

with each of the
following aspect.

20%

Score your satisfaction
using a rating from 1 to 7,
where 7 means you totally

10%

satisfied and 1 means you
are not at all satisfied.

0%

(Graph shows percentage
Work-life balance
(ability to manage
time out of the job)

Technical
equipment
provided

Working time,
amount of working
hours and hours
per shift

Direct manager
person I am
reporting to

General
management
(restaurant owner/
manager, F&B
manager)

Current role and
career run so far

Future career
opportunities

of respondents giving the
highest rate, 7)
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Work-life balance perception
The survey went a step further to understand the participants’ perception on work-life balance, asking if they
agree or disagree with several statements we provided. 78% said they have come to work while sick when
they should have stayed at home. 82% said they have worked during a day off to help the team.
Please tell me how much you agree with each of the following statements.
Use a rating where 5 means you totally agree, 1 means you totally disagree and 3 means you nor agree nor disagree.
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I have worked during my day off to help the team
I come into work when I am sick and I should stay at home

Totally disagree
Somewhat disagree
Nor agree nor disagree

Small improvements would make job much easier
Sometimes I do not have time to have a meal during my working day
Due to my job I have less time for family, friends and loved ones
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Somewhat agree
Totally agree

Wellbeing perception

57% agreed

that they felt
too tired to do
anything else
after work.

The same approach was used to look into chefs wellbeing perception.

70% said that

74% of those

Last but not

60%

they agreed that
working in a kitchen
affected their mental

asked said they
needed more time

41%

off and
of
them fully agreed
on this.

wellbeing,

least,
of
respondents agreed
that they have used
painkillers to push
through a shift.

27%

totally agreed on this.
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Please tell me how much you agree with each of the following statements.
Use a rating where 5 means you totally agree, 1 means you totally disagree and 3 means you nor agree nor disagree.
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I need time off from my job to rest and recuperate

Totally disagree

When I finish my day I am so tired that I don’t want to do anything
else other than rest

Somewhat disagree
Nor agree nor disagree
Somewhat agree

I feel working in a kitchen affects my mental wellbeing

Totally agree
I have used painkillers to push through a kitchen shift
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Sources of frustration
37% of those asked said one of the main frustrations with their job was the negative impact on physical and/or
mental wellbeing. 40% mentioned working hours as one of the main frustrations and a quarter of all those asked
said the job had a negative impact on their private life.

Total

What are your main sources of frustration related to your current job? (Multiple answer)

Executive / Head Chef
Deputy / Station / Junior

Amount of
working hours

Salary

40%

38%

38%

19%

42%

55%

Negative impact
on physical and /
or mental
wellbeing

Negative impact
on my private life

General working
conditions

I don’t have
updated tools to
do my job

My manager /
senior

No / not enough
training

No career growth
prospects

37%

26%

22%

18%

17%

10%

10%

28%

26%

19%

6%

11%

8%

9%

8%

43%

25%

25%

23%

23%

9%

8%

8%
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How to make the career more appealing to young people
There were generational differences of opinion between executive positions and those in deputy roles. For example,
60% of executives said incentives and benefit plans would make the job more appealing to young people, while those
in junior roles said better working conditions and consecutive days off are more important factors for them.
Another example of this generational difference: only 8% of executive and head chef applicants thought that more
breaks during a shift would make the job more appealing, 37% of those in deputy positions said more breaks would
help. While 45% of total participants said incentives and benefits would make the job more appealing, 32% didn’t
know if their company offered some of the most basic entitlements such as maternity and paternity packages.

Lack of other people
coming into industry,
have good staff just
can’t get enough

Total
Executive / Head Chef
Deputy / Station / Junior

What of the following
Better working

Consecutive

Incentives and

conditions

days off during

benefit plan

Union for chefs

Better resources

Clear career plan

More breaks during

for kitchen

a week

improvement would you
introduce to make the

a shift

management

chef job more appealing

58%

47%

45%

35%

34%

33%

29%

to young people?

53%

49%

60%

28%

32%

40%

8%

(Multiple answer)

63%

45%

41%

43%

35%

25%

37%
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Overall job satisfaction

80% of the all respondents ‘feel free to

The survey investigated also chefs’ positive perceptions of their
work and their role in the kitchen, asking people to agree /
disagree with several statements.

express their creativity in their day to day
work’, with

69%

And
declared they somewhat or fully
agree that being a chef is the job they were
dreaming to do.

Asked how satisfied they were with their current jobs,
a large majority of both targets answered positively.

Total respondents

45% fully agreeing.

Executive / Head Chef

Deputy / Station / Junior Chef

Unsatisfied (1-4)
Satisfied (5-7)

19%

81%

13%

87%

25%

75%

The main difference among senior and junior profiles was the score given to define their satisfaction level:

43% of executive / head chefs gave

a high rating to their satisfaction level.

14%

Just
of juniors gave a high
score rating to their satisfaction level.
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Key takeaways
1.

Overall satisfaction with the chef career is positive (with executive / head chefs more ‘satisfied’ than the others),
most of them feeling happy they can express their creativity and about their career path.

2.

Satisfaction would be drastically improved with a few things: more conversation between those in established
positions and junior roles. A focus on working hours, more breaks and work-life balance would make a huge
difference, with consecutive days off one of the most asked for changes.

3.

Several notes must be highlighted. Chefs work a huge amount of hours on a given day: working while sick,
working without a break, working on their day off and / or working with the help of painkillers to push through
a shift. The term sustainable, a buzzword of the industry right now, needs to be used accurately and applied
to the human beings of the kitchen world. This shift alone would make a big difference.

About FineDiningLovers.com
FineDiningLovers.com is the international digital platform for foodies by S.Pellegrino and Acqua Panna.
Exploring the culture of taste and the pleasure of conviviality, FineDiningLovers.com offers every day original and inspirational food-related stories,
interviews with the world’s most famous chefs, news, trends, videos, photos and recipes. Online since March 2012, the magazine considers food more
than just taste: a sensorial, social and cultural experience. Expert gourmands, curious foodies as well as well as the most innovative chefs know the
site and consider it one of the best online magazines for fine food and fine living. FineDiningLovers.com has been revamped in summer 2019.
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